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https://irusa.org/ramadan/

“Ramadan: What We Do.” Islamic Relief USA, June 24, 2021. https://irusa.org/ramadan/.

This website tells us ways we can help families with food during ramadan. I think this is

a helpful website because it informs me with what people need and how other muslims can go to

this website and support. This will be a good website to promote on my own website. This

website is also similar to what I'm trying to do besides the charity thing. It informs muslims that

there are things that are needed during Ramadan to make sure everyone could correctly

participate in ramadan.

https://www.alshorts.com/post/view/what-is-the-significant-role-of-dates-fruit-during-ramadan/
AlShorts. 2022. Why Are Dates So Integral to Ramadan and Islam? - AlShorts. [online]
Available at:
<https://www.alshorts.com/post/view/what-is-the-significant-role-of-dates-fruit-during-ramadan/
> [Accessed 1 February 2022].

This website is helpful because it shows the significance of  dates and waterduring

ramadan and why it is preferred .This website shows many muslim customs that are followed

after  prophet Muhummad. Prophet Muhummad gave many examples on why it was good to eat

dates. I like that I can also see the significance of dates in other cultures. I can include the

benefits of dates and the history of why muslims eat it especially during ramadan.

“Ramadan and the Revert.” n.d. Dawah Materials. Accessed March 18, 2022.
https://www.dawahmaterials.com/about-islam/65-ramadan/162-ramadan-and-the-revert.
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I feel as though this website would be of use. This explains  why ist important for reverts

to have a true Ramadan since it's all new to them. This website explains ways for revert to be

more comfortable during the month of ramadan. There may be worries that arise and it's

important for muslims to help as much as they can. Maybe I could add a special notice to those

who are newly muslim. I also think I should add a feature to my website explaining words that

may seem foriegn to them.

https://www.zakat.org/why-is-charity-so-important-in-islam

“Why Is Charity so Important in Islam?” n.d. Zakat Foundation of America.

This is basically a website about why zakat is so important in islam. It talks about the

overall importance in islam  and provides hadiths.its talks about the different forms of charity in

islam.  I think this would help me because it provides the rule of giving charity in Ramadan in

accordance with the Eid at the end of it. This website does not  just include the reasoning of it in

islam but why its good to give charity in general.

“He Has a Number of Questions about Zakat Al-Fitr - Islam Question & Answer.” Islamqa.info,
islamqa.info/en/answers/207225/he-has-a-number-of-questions-about-zakat-al-fitr. Accessed 18
Mar. 2022.

Explains zakat, which means charity in islam. Specifically goes in detail on zakat-al-fitr

or the charity that is supposed to be given towards the end of ramadan. This website will be

relevant to me because I could include the specifics of paying zakat and how its necessary for

evry muslim to do it .I could also connect how this relates to Ramadan in general. I could also

include the topic of eid also and  how eid marks the end of ramadan.

“Ramadan.” n.d. PBS LearningMedia. Accessed March 18, 2022.
https://whyy.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/c242a960-8ebc-43c3-a155-b985b78a719d/ramadan/.
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I like how this is presented. It focuses on a girl and what she does during Ramadan. It's

like a day in the life. Through this video people can learn what she specifically does. Ramadan

may look different.This is similar to something I want to do on my website. I just plan on doing a

voice interview , instead of a day in the life thing. The interviews will not be such a main

attraction though. Just mini questions that people answer and advice. This website also includes

things you may also like on the side. I think that will work great with how I design my website.

So This website in total includes a lot of information. This inspires me to maybe add like videos

maybe to make it more interactive.

“What Ramadan Means.” n.d. Henry Ford College. Accessed March 18, 2022.

https://www.hfcc.edu/news/2020/what-ramadan-means#:~:text=Ramadan%20is%20a%20holy%

20month.

This website included general information about ramadan. A specific part that I like though is

how can muslims non- muslims support muslims during Ramadan . This may be something I

include since my website will be  welcomed to everyone. With the overall general info I want to

maybe gather main points and see what I can include in my website. The only downside about

this is that it doesn't back up what it says.

“Google Docs - Create and Edit Documents Online, for Free.” n.d. Accounts.google.com.

Accessed March 18, 2022.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JRW-KQdIsagIlDCF_2n8ibmeN_UGCTx5KPBWPdQbH

0U/edit.
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This is an article on  Ramadan Experience and Behavior: Relationships with Religious

Orientation among Pakistani Muslims. My website is going to be available to all. This article

shows what the effects of Ramadan do to your body. I never thought Of including the effect of

ramadan. This got me thinking of maybe adding the scientific reason behind what Ramadan can

do to your body and why it's important to eat healthy during it. I could put more emphasis on the

diet on my website. This website also shows the ideologies behind religion . It compares islam

with other religions. It includes how easily those researching religion can misunderstand it

because it's foriegn to them.

History.com Editors. “Ramadan.” HISTORY, 12 Sept. 2018,

www.history.com/topics/holidays/ramadan.

This website goes into more detail about ramadan. This website would be for people who want to

know more of the history of ramadan. This information could be included in my introduction

paragraph. I should definitely start with the history then dive into the questions. The downside is

that it just tells the history and doesn't really go in depth of what exactly happens during

ramadan.

https://www.wix.com/

Wix. 2016. “Wix.com.” Wix.com. December 31, 2016. https://www.wix.com/.

This is just a website creator. I'm not sure exactly what the features are but I hope they

will be of use. I just need a website creator that's easy to navigate. I want my overall design to
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look put together and official. They have many templates and you could also hire a professional

to help you along the way. There is also a wix blog to help you with advice or questions and also

have inspiration you can get from others. I like that it's inclusive and includes everything you

honestly need to help build a website.


